Session Overview: Admissions and Financial Aid
College Admissions and Financial Aid- Learn about the admissions process and how
to enter the limited enrollment programs at MTC. Discover ways to cut costs and learn
what FAFSA means.
College Credit Plus (CCP)*- Qualified students in grades 7-12 can begin a pathway
toward their educational goal by earning college credit through the CCP program at
Marion Technical College. Save time and money by earning transferable credit toward
both their high school and college degree, for free! *Spring Visit Day only
Session Overviews: Campus Life
Campus Tour- Get your steps in and check out the Marion campus! Our student
ambassadors know their way around and can also offer their own personal
experiences at Marion Technical College.
Career Planning- Are you still trying to figure out what you want to be when you grow
up? Career Coach provides you with the tools to find out which career best suits you
as well as annual salaries, local job openings, etc.
Student Life Panel Discussion- If you would like the inside track on what it’s like to
be an MTC student, learn from the students themselves! Students will give their
impression of MTC and which campus services have helped them the most.
Session overviews: Academic
Associate of Arts/Science (Transfer)- When #GetToNext means transferring to
another college or university at a lower cost…This route is ideal for students looking to
save money while completing a 4-year degree.
Business/Entrepreneurship- Calling all Sharks… In this session, we will look at how
a person can identify and take advantage of business opportunities like a boss!
Business/Accounting- Budgeting, it’s not just for business. Increase your financial
literacy with this introduction to financial planning and cash budgeting. Bring your
questions to be answered as you construct your own cash budget.
Engineering/Mechanical- Virtually every product or service in modern life has
probably been touched in some way by a mechanical engineer to help humankind. Be
part of this broad field!
Engineering/Electrical- Generate your own power onto this career path and see if
troubleshooting circuits, analyzing electrical diagrams and working in a technical
setting are right for you.

Engineering/Robotics & Automation- While the world becomes more automated,
qualified people are still needed to program functions and monitor safety through
quality control standards. Join the ranks of 21st century manufacturing!
Health/Diagnostic Medical Sonography- Check out the new lab, view live scans, or
get one yourself! DMS- sounds like an ultra-cool career.
Health/Health Information Technology- If you’re ever hurt as a pedestrian and
collided with a roller skater, there is a code for that (V00.01). Bitten by a cow?
(W55.21). Find out about the wild world of HIT.
Health/Medical Assisting-If you enjoy helping people in the ever growing healthcare
field, see what a day in the life looks like for a Medical Assistant. These roles are very
much in-demand!
Health/Medical Laboratory Technology- Go behind the curtain and take a peek into
the microscope and learn how you can contribute to most medical diagnoses.
Health/Nursing- If you can eat a meal while actively watching a surgery and you don’t
shy away from bodily functions, then nursing might be your next career!
Health/Occupational Therapy Assisting- Creative, compassionate and hardworking
students are needed for this in-demand career. Get an interactive look at jobs focused
on enabling individuals to overcome disabilities and injuries to be independent in their
daily lives.
Health/Physical Therapy Assisting- Health and wellness is where it’s at! Be the
person who helps others gain mobility and strength while offering encouragement and
physical conditioning.
Health/Radiologic Technology- Bring your Halloween candy and we’ll make sure
there is nothing dangerous hiding within your loot! See our new x-ray area and the
Anatomage table.
Health/Surgical Technology- Be in the (operating) room where it all happens! Setting
up the OR and assisting the surgeon will be part of your day in this much-needed
career.
Information Technology/Cybersecurity- Part investigator, part (ethical) hacker, ALL
necessary for our world today! Use your passion for intricate networking and computer
systems to highlight security risks.
Information Technology/Software Development- Use your know-how to analyze
information systems, develop a strong knowledge of Microsoft products and create
programs that will be useful for all users.
Information Technology/Networking- Computer networks are the backbone of
modern-day communication. Help everyone get connected and stay connected by
learning about the inner workings of various computer systems.

Public Service/Criminal Justice & Law Enforcement- Learn about criminal
investigations and the intricate field of becoming a police officer. Meet our versions of
Thomas Magnum, P.I. and John McClane.
Public Service/Human & Social Services-Interested in addiction studies, counseling,
social work or a helping profession in social services? We will have an informational
session about a rewarding and meaningful profession - helping people and changing
lives!

